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XOOPS @ IBDeeming! is proud to release Contact Us Version 1.6 for XOOPS 2.2.4 for free
download!

This minor revision includes spcific updates for domain MX validation and suggested
modifications by AAINC (IBDeeming! User).

For the most part, this module is the same as v1.5. The upgrade path is very simple. The
changes made are
* New deep check validation on submitted return email addresses The problem was with the
socket command. Added routine to verify MX records first. This sped up the overall check
routine.
* Added AAINC (XOOPS@IBDeeming! User) suggestion for who email is From

Upgrading from V1.5 - V1.6 is very easy! Just copy the files, log-in as admin, go to Modules
control, and Update the Contact-Us module. If you are successful, you should see version 1.6.

Get your copy today!
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